
WCAHL ALL-SKILL LEAGUE RULE BOOK (revised 9/24/2021)

The Washington County Adult Hockey League follows the rules and regulations for ice hockey, as
provided by USA Hockey, with the exception of the following modifications and amendments:

1. GAME PLAY:
1.1. Each game will consist of 3 twenty-minute periods, with run time, except as mentioned in

rule 1.2.
1.2. Scoring by any one player will be limited to 2 goals per game.  Any additional goals by that

player will not be counted, and a faceoff will take place at center ice.  This is to promote
better team play, to allow all skill levels to have the opportunity to participate and be involved
in the game.

1.3. If the score has a margin of 2 goals or less in the last three minutes of the third period, the
clock shall be stopped when there is a stoppage in play. If the margin becomes greater than 2
goals during time stop, the clock shall return to run time, until the end of the game, or if the
margin is reduced to 2 goals again.

1.4. During the regular season, games that are tied at the end of the third period will end as tied
games.

1.5. In the playoffs, games ending in a tie at the end of the third period will proceed into a
five-minute sudden death overtime (run time). Should the game remain tied after the first
overtime, a shoot-out will occur, with each team selecting five shooters.  Should the game
remain tied after the first five shooters, teams will alternate shooters until a winner is
determined. All skaters in the lineup for the game must shoot, before a player can shoot for a
second time. Shooters that have reached their max number of goals in a game cannot be
selected as a shooter until all other team members have been selected.

1.6. Icing will be called at the Blue line in the All-Skill league.

2. ROSTERS:
2.1. Teams may roster a max of 15 skaters in any league game. Subs should not be procured

unless the number of skaters available falls to under 11 skaters.
2.2. Teams should not use skaters rostered on other league teams for any game during the season.

Subs should be sought in advance of a game, if the captain knows he will be short players for
a scheduled game.

2.3. Goaltenders rostered on other teams may be used if your goaltender does not appear for a
game, or if you are unable to find a substitute. The commissioner should be contacted, if your
attempts to locate a sub goalie are unsuccessful. It is in the best interest of the league to have
goaltenders for both teams at all scheduled games.

2.4. Captains are permitted to locate subs from any resource available to them, but should clear
the sub with the commissioner before they appear in a game. All subs must be provided to the
scorekeeper by each team captain prior to the start of a game, and must pay their $10 sub fee
BEFORE THE GAME. The scorekeeper will review rosters during warmup, and will notify
the referees of any players not on the scoresheet, or have not paid their league fee. The
captain and any player in question, will be notified of the omission, and the player must pay
the sub fee or they will not be allowed to participate in the game.  Team captains will loan
jerseys to the subs, and should collect them at the conclusion of the game.

2.5. Teams should make their best effort to have at least 9 skaters at all league games. Subs should
be used to avoid short lineups.



3. PENALTIES:
3.1. Minor penalties are two minutes run time.
3.2. Major penalties are five minutes run time, and will result in a game misconduct. A second

major penalty in the same season for that offending player will result in a game misconduct
penalty, and an additional two game suspension. A third major penalty of the season will
result in a game misconduct penalty, and an indefinite suspension, subject to review by the
disciplinary committee, which may include expulsion for the remainder of the season.

3.3. Fighting (as defined by punches thrown toward another player, or punches exchanged
between players), regardless of severity, will result in an immediate removal from the game.
The player will have a choice to play their following game for the team they had the
infraction against, in lieu of suspension.  If they choose not to play, they will receive a 3 game
suspension.  Any further fighting infractions will result in a suspension for the remainder of
the season.  The advisory board will review if that player will be allowed to play in future
seasons.

3.4. Abuse of the officials will not be tolerated. The referees will award a two minute,
unsportsmanlike conduct minor penalty to players who engage in abusive and unacceptable
actions towards the game officials (including scorekeepers). If continued, it will result in a
major penalty, with a game misconduct, and one game suspension to the offending player.
Goaltenders will not be given game misconducts, but will be subject to a two game
suspension if displaying such actions.

3.5. Players receiving 21 minutes in penalties, at any time during the regular season. will receive
an automatic one game suspension for the game following the one in which they reach or
exceed 21 minutes. Once the same player reaches or exceeds 41 minutes in penalties during
the regular season, they will receive an automatic 2 game suspension, for the two games
following the one in which they reach or exceed 41 minutes. And once that same player
reaches or exceeds 51 minutes in penalties during the regular season, that player will be
suspended for the remainder of the season including playoffs, and the first two games of the
following season. Regular season suspensions not served in full during the regular season,
will carry over into the playoffs. Once the playoffs begin, all players start back at zero penalty
minutes for suspension purposes.

4. PLAYOFFS:
4.1. All teams qualify for the playoffs. First round matchups are set based on the final regular

season standings. Subsequent matchups are set based on the schedule.
4.2. Second round matchups will be based on the pairings as indicated on the original schedule for

the season, issued during the opening week.
4.3. All skaters must play in 3 regular season games for their respective team, to be eligible to

play in any playoff game.
4.4. Using players on another teams’ roster is strictly prohibited in the playoffs, with the exception

of goalies. Using a goalie rostered on another team is only permitted in extreme
circumstances, where no other goaltenders are available.

4.5. One thirty second time-out per team is permitted in the playoffs. Time-outs are not
permitted in the regular season.

4.6. Any suspension incurred in the regular season will carry over to the playoffs, until served in
its entirety.
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